
We offer a complete range of saw doctoring equipment,
from automatic wide bandsaw sharpening machines right
down to the smallest requisits.
We also offer wide bandsaw blade, joined ready to use, as
well as toothed and untoothed strip.
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SD7 Brazing Machine.

FORESTOR
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SDS Roller Bench. SD4 Straightening, Tensioning & Levelling
Machine.

SDB Lap Grinding (Chamfering) Machine.

Bandsaw Clamp (SD12 Manual or SD13 Pneumatic).
MIG Semi-Automatic Welding Machine.
SD17 Muffle Furnace.
SD16 Hand Side Dresser (Shaper). Advanced Hand Swage.
Spare Parts for No. 3 Hand Swage. Advanced Side Dresser.
Tension Gauges. Saw Doctoring Hammers.
Back Gauges. SD31 Saw Doctoring Files.
Brazing lrons. Grinding Wheels.
Stellite Rods. SD23 Silver Solder.
Gas Welding Sets. SD22 Flux Powder.

complete sawm¡ll FSM 860
Forestor is well known as the world's leading manufacturer of
horizontal bandmills. However we also manufacture and
market a large range of sawmilling and ancillary equipment
plus saw doctoring equipment.
We have an international reputation for affordable quality
confirmed by the many thousands of Forestor machines
throughout the world.
But, as well as supplying individual items of equipment we
also plan, supply and erect complete sawmills on a turnkey
basis and, where required, train the personnel to operate
them.
We have a co-operation agreement with Stenner of Tiverton
Ltd. (the largest manufacturer in the UK of conventional
sawmill equipment, including vertical bandmills, re-saws etc.)
which gives us a tremendous and complementary range of
equipment from which to choose when designing mill layouts.
ln addition we also have a cooperation agreement with
Wadkin plc (the largest manufacturer of woodworking

machinery in the world) to cater for projects requiring
woodworking equ ipment.
Whatever the size or complexity of the project; whether it is a
small simple sawmill or a large fully integrated sawmilling and
woodworking complex, the customer can be sure that all the
equipment is compatible and that maximum productivity is
assured.
Considerable technical expertise is available to make a
complete pre-sale assessment of the customers
requirements.
ln Ghana and Burma we have a joint marketing arrangement
with Stenner of Tiverton Ltd. and Wadkin plc whereby we look
after their interests and promote the sale of their equipment.
For Nigeria, Stenner and Forestor have formed a joint venture
Company called Stenner & Forestor Ltd., which has the
responsibility for selling the products of the two Companies
within that market.

SD14 No.3 Hand Swage.

SD1 Automatic Wide Bandsaw Sharpener coupled with
SD2 Automatic Side Dressing (Shaping) Machine.

fhrs shows a very etlicient sawmill owned by Lord Hesketh, at Fermor-
Farmg Towcester, Northants, U.K ln the background, a Forestor-1 S0
hor¡zontal bandmill is breaking down logs. The tt¡tches are transÍerred,
with a 5j0kg vacuum lift, to a stack area and then onto the Forestor
High Speed Circular Saw tor straight line edging and primary
re-saw¡ng.

FOREST & SAWMILL EQUIPMENTS (ENGINEERS) LTD.
2 Bloswood.Lane, Whitchurch, Hants. RG28 7AX, England.
Telephone: (O25 682) 2280 (4 lines).
Telex:858929 Forest G.
Telegraphic Address: Pagazi Whitchurch.

FOREST & SAWMTLL EQUTpMENTS (ENGTNEERS) LTD.
2 Bloswood Lane, Whitchurch, Hants. RG28 7AX, England.
Telephone: (025 682) 2280 (4 lines).
Telex 858929 Forest G.
Telegraphic Address: Pagazi Whitchurch.
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Wide Bandsaw Blades (read for use). Bandsaw Blade Strip.
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Sawmill FSM 860 is a standard mill layout which can be varied to
suit individual requirements. lt is designed for a log input of 30 to
40m3 per 8 hour working day, depending on species and diameter
of logs being sawn. Reported recovery is 600/o.

ln the tropics such mills are in use sawing hardwoods for export,
and nearer to home mixed species and softwoods.
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Log being positioned with electric chain ho¡st lot sawing
on a'150 bandmill in Af rica.
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Item Descr¡ption

Thls i//usf/'ates the gantry set-up with chain hoist and
scissors tor log placement and vacuum lilt tor llitch
transÍer.
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Stra¡ght lìne edging on the Forestor High Speed Circular Log being broken down on a Forestor-l50 bandmill in Logs ready tor the sawmill.
Saw Alr¡ca.

Vacuum liÍt translerring heavy fiitches, sawn on a Forestor
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Re-sawing on a Stenner 36".

Primary resawing on the
Forestor H.S.CS.

Small log convers¡on on
lñe Forestor H.S.CS.
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1 Forestor-1 50 Bandmill (Log Breakdown) 1

2. Gantry (To Carry Hoist & Vacuum Lift) 1

3. Electric Hoist with Scissors (Log Loading) 1

4. Vacuum Lift (Flitch Removal) 1

5. High Speed Circular Saw (Straight L¡ne
Edging, Re-sawing, Small Log Conversion)

1

6. Band Re-saw (Secondary Re-sawing) 1

7 Crosscut with lnfeed & Outfeed Tables

L ldle Roller Conveyor 17m Long

9. ldle Roller Conveyor 22m Long 1

10. ldle Roll Free Standing 4

11 lmbricate Roller Track 6.5m Long J

12. Removable lmbricate RollerTrack 1.5m Long 3

13. lmbricate Roller Track 9.5m Long 3

14. lmbricate Roller Track 4m Long 6
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Sawn t¡mbet being loaded.
bandmill in the U.K


